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MAN Cryo Announces
Series of Hydrogen Projects
Company takes lead in fuel-gas-supply systems for alternative fuel
with great potential

MAN Cryo, the wholly-owned subsidiary of MAN Energy Solutions, has announced
that it is working on a number of projects for liquid-hydrogen fuel-gas-supply
systems (LH2 FGSSs) for various-sized vacuum tanks equipped with TCSs (tank
connection spaces), and all relevant equipment for safety and function. The nature
of the projects and owners remain, as of yet, undisclosed. MAN Cryo manufactures
liquid-hydrogen systems at its own facilities in Gothenburg, Sweden.
Louise Andersson, Head of MAN Cryo, said: “These projects represent a huge
milestone for us. Our announcement in December 2018 of the development of the
world’s first hydrogen system attracted a lot of attention and we have since initiated
several projects – currently in different stages – and with different class societies.
Hydrogen is on everybody’s mind for a green future and also fits well with MAN
Energy Solutions’ power-to-X strategy. We are very happy to take the lead with this
alternative fuel that has so much latent potential.”

LH2 FGSS system
MAN Cryo developed a marine fuel-gas system for liquefied hydrogen in-house at
its headquarters in Gothenburg during 2018 and 2019. The FGSS design concept
has been reviewed and approved by several class societies.

Fuel-gas system for liquefied hydrogen
The LH2 FGSS system has a scalable design that allows easy adaptation for
different shipping types, sizes and conditions. The design is suited for both aboveand below-deck applications, offering ship designers the flexibility to optimise their
designs in relation to efficiency, and to cargo or passenger space.
MAN Cryo has long experience with cryogenic gases and solutions for storage and
distribution. The company has also made numerous hydrogen installations over the
years on land that, in combination with its extensive experience from marine fuelgas systems for LNG, have proved invaluable when designing the new system.
Liquefied hydrogen has a temperature of -253° Celsius and is one of the absolutely
coldest cryogenic gases there is, which places system components and materials
under extreme stresses. Another design challenge was hydrogen’s explosive
nature, with the MAN Cryo engineering team accordingly placing top priority on
safety.
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Once liquefied, hydrogen is reduced to 1/800 of its volume, compared to that of its
gas phase, facilitating a more-efficient distribution. As a fuel, hydrogen does not
release any CO2 and can play an important role in the transition to a clean, lowcarbon, energy system. Liquefied hydrogen can be used to charge batteries for
electrical propulsion via fuel-cell technology. In particular, Norway sees a bright
future for hydrogen applications as part of its target of achieving zero fossil
emissions within the marine sector by 2050.

About MAN Cryo
MAN Cryo offers systems for the storage, distribution and handling of liquefied
gases and has a pioneering reputation within the marine sector and LNG business
development. It supplied the world’s first LNG fuel-gas system for the ‘Glutra’ ferry
in Norway in 1999, a vessel that is still operational to this day. More recently, in
2013, MAN Cryo supplied the world’s first bunker vessel, the ‘SeaGas’, with
operations in Stockholm, Sweden.

Graphical rendering of MAN Cryo’s ‘Hydrogen Fuel Gas System’ concept
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View of MAN Cryo’s main hall for cryogenic tank production

MAN Energy Solutions enables its customers to achieve sustainable value creation in the transition
towards a carbon neutral future. Addressing tomorrow’s challenges within the marine, energy and
industrial sectors, we improve efficiency and performance at a systemic level. Leading the way in
advanced engineering for more than 250 years, we provide a unique portfolio of technologies.
Headquartered in Germany, MAN Energy Solutions employs some 14,000 people at over 120 sites
globally. Our after-sales brand, MAN PrimeServ, offers a vast network of service centres to our
customers all over the world.
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